Integrated Planning, Budgeting
and Forecasting

NetSuite Planning and
Budgeting for Nonprofit
Organisations
Planning and budgeting have added
complexities for nonprofits. Boards often
require a budget prior to approving the use of
resources. And third-party stakeholders often
require a formal budget before considering grant
applications or making donations. In addition,
it is critical for nonprofits to plan a statement of
cash flow, but projecting liquidity is challenging
because income may fluctuate as it is tied to the
success of memberships, grants, donations and
other fundraising initiatives. Nonprofits must
have the confidence that the budgets they are
presenting are accurate and reliable.

Key Benefits
• Pre-built integration with NetSuite ERP
eliminates data entry errors caused by manual
data transfers.
• Eliminate version control issues with
real-time collaboration.
• Centralise budget with forecast information,
providing a single version of the truth.
• Drill across budget, forecast and actuals to see
the impact on company performance.
• Reduce planning cycle times and deliver
insights faster for better decision-making.
• Improve forecast accuracy with
predictive planning.
• Real-time visibility into organisational performance.
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NetSuite Planning and Budgeting
Planning and budgeting using spreadsheet is
error-prone, less collaborative and unsuited for the
complex dynamic planning and reporting required
by nonprofit organisations. The NetSuite Planning
and Budgeting solution facilitates both organisationwide and departmental planning with modeling
capabilities, approval workflows and reporting
within one collaborative scalable solution. And
with NetSuite’s SuiteSuccess solution optimised for
nonprofits, organisations get pre-defined functional
roles, dashboards, KPIs and business process flows
that will rapidly get them up and running.

Programme Planning and Forecasting
Plan and forecast by programme, project, fund, grant,
restricted, unrestricted, donor, constituent season,
location, operating expenses and however you
need to model your organisation. Track expenses
and donor contributions efficiently and effectively.
Perform allocations, manage financials across funds,
and perform balance sheet and cash flow planning.

Reporting Across Funds and Projects
Get on-demand visibility into funds, projects,
programme, restricted, unrestricted, donor,
department, staff and more. Stakeholders can
contribute to your plans, making planning a much
more collaborative and efficient process.

Model Donor Contributions, Personnel Costs
and Overhead
Analyse and plan for fundraising efforts over
multiple channels and model operating expenses.
Create plans based on average donor contributions
and cost per programme. Analyse by fund,
programme, project and more.

Continuously Forecast for Fund Management
Build rolling forecasts that regularly drive financial
projections. Incorporate the latest actuals for event
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registration revenues and expenses, membership
renewals, and financials from other events into the
projections. Integrate with common data sources
for nonprofits such as NetSuite Financials and
other sources.

With NetSuite Planning and Budgeting
• Manage various types of income stream
projections such as earned income, charitable
contributions, corporate philanthropy,
memberships dues and grants.
• Model integrated statement of activity, statement
of financial position and statement of cashflow to
ensure accurate cash projections.
• Accurately plan expenses across a complex
organisation with many dimensions.
• Collect inputs and assumptions, review iterations
and present consolidated results in a timely manner.
• Plan for complex organisations including multiple
funds and programmes.
• Drag-and-drop report builder puts powerful, yet
easy to use, web-based reporting into the hands
of finance.
• Compare and analyse actual versus projected
results regularly to refine forecasts.
• Perform detailed staff planning and report on fully
loaded costs by employee.
• Allocate headcount and overhead to funds,
programmes and enable cross fund reporting.
• Create report books for financial presentations
such as executive and board reporting.
• Integrate with Microsoft Office tools with Smart
View for adding custom members on the fly,
slicing and dicing data, and apply common
planning actions such as spreading and allocation.

